The chicken /3 A -globin gene contains in the neighborhood of its 5' promoter a (dG)-homopolymer sequence 16 base pairs long. The 66 kD protein BGP1 (beta globln protein 1), isolated from chicken erythrocytes, has been shown to bind specifically to this sequence (1). We describe further purification of BGP1, measure its affinity for the jS A -globin promoter binding site, and analyze its binding properties. The minimal binding sequence is seven dG residues; methylation interference studies show that each of these residues contacts BGP1. Binding competition experiments employing (dG)-(dC) oligomers of varying lengths also are consistent with (dG^ as a minimum recognition sequence. All of the data can be explained by a model in which BGP1 binds to any contiguous set of seven (dG) residues, so that the effective constant for binding to (dG) n is proportional to n minus 6. This behavior may be typical of proteins that bind specifically to repeated sequences.
INTRODUCTION
Regions of DNase I hypersensitivity are found in the neighborhood of transcriptionally active genes and usually mark the presence of nucleosome-free domains associated with promoter and enhancer function (2,3)-Within these domains are located the binding sites of sequence-specific regulatory proteins. Although the mechanism that gives rise to a hypersensitive domain is not understood, it is possible that nucleosome displacement is the direct result of the binding of one or more of these site-specific proteins.
The promoter region of the chicken /3 A -globin gene has provided a model system for the study of chromatin structure and its relationship to gene expression. In erythroid cells of the definitive lineage, in which the /3 A -globin gene is expressed, a nuclease hypersensitive domain within the promoter extends from approximately nucleotide -60 to -260, relative to the point of transcriptional initiation (1) . The domain contains a number of small DNA elements that bind proteins in vitro and in vivo, some of which have been shown to be involved in transcriptional regulation (4-7) (Figure 1 ).
One of the elements within the hypersensitive domain for which no regulatory role has yet been demonstrated, a string of 16 dG residues (8) (18 in some strains (9) ) called the 'G-string'. This element has been the object of considerable attention in part because of its unusual physical properties. The G-string provided one of the earliest examples of supercoiling-dependent sensitivity to single-strand specific nucleases: supercoiled plasmids containing the /3 A -globin gene are cut preferentially at the Gstring by SI or mung bean nuclease (8) . Recently, we have identified a zinc-dependent protein called BGP1, present in erythroid cells, that binds specifically to this sequence (1) . We note that G-string sequences occur within the regulatory regions of many genes, and it is therefore of particular importance to understand the mechanisms that govern protein binding to such regions. In this paper we analyze the interaction of BGP1 with its binding site.
METHODS

Affinity Purification of BGP1
The column matrix was prepared as described (10) except that (poly[dG]) • (polyfdC]) (Boehringer Mannheim) was linked to the CNBr-activated Sepharose (Pharmacia), instead of a synthetic oligodeoxynucleotide. All manipulations were carried out at4°C. Fractions containing BGP1 from a calf thymus DNA-cellulose column were eluted with ammonium sulphate as previously described (1) and dialyzed into C-buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.9, 5 mM MgCl 2 , 0.1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 0.1% Brij-35 (Sigma Chemicals), 1 mM dithiothreitol and 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (Sigma Chemicals)) containing 25 mM ammonium sulphate and 200 mM NaCl. Protein from 3 1 of adult chicken blood in 50-100 ml was loaded onto a 1 ml affinity column with a flow rate of 0.5-1 ml per minute. The column was washed with 5 ml each of 250 mM NaCl and 300 mM NaCl in C-buffer, then eluted with 5 ml of 500 mM NaCl in C-buffer, collecting 0.5 ml fractions. Protein electrophoresis was according to the method of Laemmli (11) and silver staining was as described by Wray et al. (12) .
DNA Binding Measurements
Binding to DNA was measured using the gel mobility-shift assay (13, 14) as previously described (1) . Briefly, assays were done
• To whom correspondence should be addressed Figure 1 . Regions of the chicken 0 A -globin promoter to which proteins bind. G-string, 16 consecutive dG residues; Spl, a weak Spl site at the 3' end of the G-stnng; Pal, partially palindromic sequence to which the PAL factor binds (3, 6) ; CACCC, /3-globin consensus sequence (4, 30) ; Y, polypyrimidine,stretch; R, polypurine stretch, to which the factor NFE-4 binds (33) . Spl binds weakly to the 3' end of the G-stnng, with moderate affinity to the CACCC and polypyrimidine sequences, and with relatively higher affinity to the polypurine tract (1,32) Even though Spl binds to the CACCC site, another factor (the CACCC factor) binds more tightly (1, 4, 7) . Table 1 . Sequences of oligodeoxynucleotides used in this study. Only the upper strand of the double-stranded probes is shown. The central recognition sequence of the various DNA-binding proteins is underlined. in 20 -30 /xl at room temperature in a solvent containing 100 mM NaCl, 50mM Tris buffer pH8, 3mM MgCl 2 , lmM CaCl 2 , lmM dithiothreitol, 0.0125% Triton X-100, 10 mg/ml bovine serum albumin, 4% Ficoll 400, 0.04% brom phenol blue, and 0.04% xylene cyanol. Although BGP1 is a zinc-binding protein (1), it is not necessary to add zinc ion because it is already present and bound tightly to the protein. Table 1 . All experiments to determine absolute and relative affinity constants were done in duplicate. After autoradiography, the lanes were scanned with a Hoefer scanning densitometer, the traces were digitized with a Graf-Bar sonic digitizer, and the peaks were integrated with the aid of the program SCANAL, which runs on a PDP-1184 computer (S.P.C., unpublished). When determining dissociation constants, a standard curve was constructed by scanning lanes containing 10 samples of 32 P-labelled probe which had been electrophoresed in the absence of protein, across a range of concentrations that included the amount of DNA seen in the shifted DNA-protein complexes.
Methylation Interference Assay
The procedure of Siebenlist et al. (15) was used with several modifications. Single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotides containing the wild-type G-string sequence, 15 dGs, 12 dGs, and 7 dGs were 32 P-labelled, purified and annealed to their complements using standard procedures. Probes were partially methylated with dimethylsulphate for 3 minutes (16), purified and used as substrates in a standard binding reaction, with the exception that reactions were scaled up to include 200,000 cpm (20 ng, 0.6 pmole) of the appropriate methylated probe, 100-fold excess of (poly[dAT])-(poly[dAT]), and affinity-purified BGP1 in 12 ^1 final reaction mix containing binding buffer, bromophenol blue and Ficoll-400 (Pharmacia). Binding reactions were loaded onto a native polyacrylamide gel and electrophoresed as described above. Autoradiography identified the positions of the free DNA and the specific BGP1-DNA complex, both of which were excised from the gel, and the DNA was eluted in 0.1% SDS, 0.1 mM EDTA, 10 mM magnesium acetate, 500 mM ammonium acetate, at 37°C, for 4 hours. The DNA was then concentrated with butanol, extracted with phenoiychloroform, precipitated and rerun on a 2% agarose gel to remove traces of acrylamide. The labelled DNA was recovered from the agarose by electrophoresing onto DEAE-paper (DE-81, Whatman) and eluted from the paper in 20 mM Tris 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 1.5 M NaCl for 2 hours at 37 °C. The paper was separated from the filtrate on a BioRad Econocolumn and the high concentration of NaCl in the filtrate was lowered 10-fold by three washes on a Centricon-10 filtration unit. The DNA was purified, piperidinecleaved, and electrophoresed on a 20% acrylamide, 8 M urea sequencing gel.
DNA Sequence Database Searches
Other sequences within the GenBank (17) and EMBL (18) databases that contained G-strings were located with the assistance of the University of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group package of programs (19) running on a VAX minicomputer.
RESULTS
Purification of BGP1
The studies described in this paper were carried out with protein preparations at two stages of purification: chromatographic fractions from calf thymus DNA-cellulose columns, and material further purified by DNA affinity chromatography. The DNAcellulose purification has been described elsewhere (1) . For additional purification, the peak BGP1-containing fractions from this column were applied to a (poly[dG])-(poly[dC]) affinity column. The elution profile of the affinity column is shown in Figure 2 . Most of the protein is present in the flow-through fraction (panel a), with small amounts in the 250 mM NaCl wash; the 300 mM wash and the first two fractions of the 500 mM wash are devoid of proteins except for the ubiquitous keratins (60 kD and 65 kD) that contaminate all the lanes. In contrast, fraction 3 of the 500 mM wash contains a major 66 kD protein, the concentration of which decreases in the next few fractions. On some gels, this protein is resolved into two closely spaced bands (not shown). There is also a cluster of approximately 35-40 kD proteins that coelutes with the 66 kD protein.
Panel b of Figure 2 shows the G-string-binding activity in these fractions. The difference in binding between the input and flowthrough fractions indicates that most of the G-string binding activity present in the DNA-cellulose column fractions bound to Table 1. the column. Very little of this is eluted from the column in the subsequent washing steps or in the first two fractions of the 500 mM NaCl elution. The third and subsequent fractions contain a large amount of G-string binding activity (arrow), behavior which parallels the pattern of the 66 kD protein seen in panel a. Also present are shifted bands of greater mobility. However, their abundance is over-emphasized in this figure because the autoradiograph was overexposed to show the BGP1 binding in all fractions. In contrast to the G-string binding profile, a number of other binding activities were present only in the flow-through fraction. Eryfl binding to the AGATAA sequence element (20, 21) is illustrated in figure 2c ; factors binding to the CAAT box, the palindrome sequence and /3 A -globin CACCC consensus sequence behaved identically (not shown), verifying that the affinity column is highly specific for G-string binding proteins.
Binding Affinity of BGP1 for the G-string
The sequence of the G-string and flanking DNA is shown in Table  1 . We have previously demonstrated that the protein BGP1 is responsible for the major binding activity to this sequence (1), even though the core binding site (GGGCGG) for the regulatory factor Spl (22) is present at the 3' end of the G-string.
The affinity of BGP1 for the G-string can be determined by use of the gel retardation assay (13, 14) . We measured the amount of BGPl-DNA complex formed in the presence of an increasing amount of 32 P-labelled target DNA, holding the protein concentration constant. The results of experiments using affinitypurified BGP1 are shown in Figure 3a . The amount of DNA in the shifted band containing the BGPl-DNA complex (indicated by the arrow) was quantitated and the results are presented as a binding curve in Figure 3b . A Scatchard analysis of these data is shown in Figure 3c . The concentration of BGP1 in the reaction can be determined from the amount of binding seen at saturating levels of DNA, assuming a DNA:protein ratio of 1:1 in the binding complex (justified below). This concentration corresponds to the x-intercept of the Scatchard plot. The approximate dissociation constant can then be determined from the negative reciprocal of the slope. The range of values from several experiments done with different protein preparations was 2xlO~9 M/l to 0.5 xlO~9 M/l for BGP1 binding to the Gstring. Results in the same range are obtained with samples purified through the DNA-cellulose step rather than by affinity chromatography (data not shown). Altogether from eight determinations, the mean dissociation constant is 1.3 x 10~9 M/l with a standard deviation of 0.6xl0~9 under the in vitro conditions used here. A similar analysis of Spl binding gives a dissociation constant of (0.4 ± 0.1) x 10~9 M/l for interaction with an oligodeoxynucleotide containing a high-affinity site from region m of the SV40 21 bp repeat (22) (data not shown). The presence of species (see Discussion) in the affinity-purified BGP1 that form more rapidly migrating complexes affects the binding curve (Fig. 3b) somewhat. It does not, however, interfere with the Scatchard analysis because the full-length complex is wellresolved on the gel and can be measured.
Effect of G-string Length on BGP1 Binding
We measured relative binding affinities of BGP1 to a series of oligodeoxynucleotides containing G-strings of varying lengths. Gel retardation experiments were carried out with BGP1 purified through the calf thymus DNA-cellulose column using 32 Plabelled oligomer containing the wild-type G-string. The reactions also contained a series of competitors: unlabelled oligomer duplexes that contained from six to sixteen consecutive dG residues. These residues were flanked by a sequence containing only deoxyadenosine and thymidine, which were used to bring the oligomers to a constant length (Table 1) . Two natural sequences containing seven contiguous dG's from the promoter region of the chicken g-globin gene were also tested as competitors. Bound DNA (pg) The specific competitor DNA was added at concentrations between two and 64 times that of the labelled wild-type probe, ds-wtG. Four representative competition curves are shown in Figure 4a for the wild-type sequence (ds-wtG), a probe containing 12 dG's (ds-12G), seven dG's (ds-7G) and six dG's (ds-6G). The ability to compete for binding to the 32 P-labelled wild-type sequence decreases with the length of the G-string, down to seven (ds-7G). The 7mer G-strings from the g-globin gene have deoxyguanosine residues in the flanking DNA, but are no more effective at competing for BGPl binding than ds-7G, indicating that the sequence of the flanking DNA must be unimportant compared to the length of the G-string. The oligomer ds-6G, with only six contiguous dG's, does not compete. A fragment of the same total length as the other probes, but containing no dG residues (ds-OG, not shown) does not compete either.
The competition data were analyzed by determining the concentration of each competing oligonucleotide (with insert (dG)n) required to reduce by 50% the BGPl binding to the wildtype sequence. The ratio of the amount of the (dG), 6 oligomer to the amount of the (dG) n oligomer required for 50% reduction is plotted in Figure 4b as a function of the G-string length. The linear relationship is consistent with a simple model for binding of BGPl to oligo-dG sequences in which only one molecule of BGPl binds to the G-string (see Discussion). Nearly identical results were obtained when the concentrations of specific competitors required to reduce BGPl binding to ds-wtG by 25%, instead of 50%, were used.
Position of Bound BGPl on the G-string
In order to examine the DNA contacts made by BGPl, a methylation interference experiment was performed (15) . DNA probes were partially methylated with dimethylsulphate and used as binding targets in standard gel shift assays. DNA from the free or bound fractions was purified, piperidine-cleaved, and resolved by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Sites where methylation of deoxyguanosine residues interferes with essential protein-DNA contacts are underrepresented in BGPl-bound fractions relative to unbound fractions.
The pattern of probe fragments recovered from complexes formed between BGPl and G-strings of varying lengths is shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen that in the case of the wild type probe ds-wtG (dG|g) where 16 deoxyguanosine residues are available for binding, methylated deoxyguanosines in the center of the Gstring are less represented in the complex formed with BGPl Qane B), compared with free DNA Qane F) or input DNA (lane I). A similar pattern is observed for the complex formed by BGPl and the ds-15G probe which is mutated at the 3' end to eliminate the Spl binding site (not shown). The pattern of methylation interference exhibited by the complex formed by a string of twelve dG's in ds-12G and BGPl (dG 12 ) again shows the greatest interference in the center of the G-string. There is a clear underrepresentation of the six residues in the center that extends weakly to the edges in lane B compared to lanes F or I. Finally, methylation of any one of the deoxyguanosine residues in a Gstring containing only 7 deoxyguanosine residues (dG 7 ) interferes with the formation of a complex with BGPl. In this case, no methylated deoxyguanosines are recovered in the complex formed between BGPl and ds-7G as indicated by the absence of bands in this region of the gel (dG 7 -B).
We note that in the case of wild type dG i6 , there is an unusually low abundance of methylated sites at the 3' end of the free DNA (Fig.5) , relative to that present in the bound fraction. It may be that some multiple methylation events in this long sequence of accessible G residues results in noticeable depletion of the longer fragments.
DISCUSSION
The string of 16 dG residues in the chicken |3 A -globin gene promoter has unusual physical properties: in supercoiled plasmids, this sequence can assume one or more non-B DNA conformations (such as H-DNA or the dG-dG-dC triple helix) that are thought to involve rearrangement to a partially threestranded, partially single-stranded conformation (23,24,28) . The possibility is thus raised that the G-string functions in vivo as P-labelled wild-type G-string. Competitor sequences are ds-wtG (wild-type G-string), ds-12G (a synthetic sequence with 12 dGs), ds-7G (7 dGs) and ds-6G (6 dGs). Each point is the average of duplicates. The concentration of unlabelled competitor probe required to reduce BGP1 binding with the labelled probe to 50% was determined from these curves, (b) The relationship between G-string length and affinity of binding to BGP1. The relative affinity is derived by dividing the concentration of unlabelled ds-wtG required to reduce binding in panel a to 50% (C15) by the concentration of the other specific competitors required to similarly reduce binding (C n ). The data points from competitors ds-wtG, ds-15G, ds-!2G, ds-lOG, ds-9G, ds-8G, ds-7G, ds-rhoGl and ds-rhoG2 span a range of G-string lengths from 7 (one synthetic and two natural sequences) to 16. This panel summarizes data from two experiments done with BGP1 :probe ratios that differed by a factor of about ten. a conformational switch to aid in the regulation of /3 A -globin gene expression, and that BGP1 can modulate the switching process. We have shown earlier that BGP1 interacts specifically with the G-string, and we have used a monoclonal antibody to demonstrate that BGP1 is a unique protein, distinct from the general transcription factor Spl, which also binds (although weakly) to this sequence (1) . The next step, described in this paper, is to characterize the interaction of BGP1 with the G-string in detail.
The highly purified preparation of BGP1 (Figure 2 ) reveals at least two closely spaced components on a polyacrylamide gel, which can be detected on a Western blot with the specific monoclonal antibody (1). The presence of multiple components P-labelled probe DNA was methylated with DMS before use in the gel-shift assay. The free DNA (F) and BGPl-bound DNA (B) were recovered from the acrylamide gel, and in parallel with the input probe DNA (I), was cleaved by treatment with piperidine, and electrophoresed on a sequencing gel. Three probes were used: the wild-type Gstring probe ds-wtG (dsGig), probe ds-12G containing 12 dGs (dG| 2 ), and probe ds-7G with 7 dGs (dG 7 ). The vertical bar at the left edge of the figure indicates the G-stnng in the wild-type sequence.
in purified preparations of DNA binding proteins is quite common (21, 24, 26) ; it may reflect the presence of a family of closely related proteins, or post-translational modification, or partial degradation. We expect to be able to distinguish these when the different bands are isolated and peptide fingerprints and protein sequence data are available.
Our competition binding measurements (Figure 4 ) allow us to determine the minimum length of oligo-dG necessary to bind BGP1. The complex between BGP1 and its natural site in the /3 A -globin promoter can be disrupted by addition of sufficient concentrations of oligomers containing the sequence (dG) n , but only if n is 7 or larger. As shown also in Figure 4b , there is a simple relationship between the number of contiguous deoxyguanosine resides and the ability of the sequence to compete with ds-wtG, the wild-type sequence with 16 contiguous dG residues, for binding by BGP1. For example it requires ten times more of the oligomer ds-7G (containing (dG) 7 ) than of ds-wtG for an equivalent competitive effect.
The data are consistent with the following model: 1) The minimum binding site requires seven dG residues; the only sequence recognized by BGP1 is (dG)7, with no influence from flanking regions, as suggested by the fact that three different sequences containing (dG)7 within them compete similarly. 2) Each segment, (dG) n , can bind only one BGP1 molecule (at least up to n=16 for the wild type sequence and at the concentrations we employ). 3) There are n minus 6 ways in which this BGP1 molecule can attach to (dG) n (i.e., BGP1 can bind to any (dG}; subset of the sequence). All positions have equivalent binding affinities. This is the same .as saying that (dG) 8 has twice the binding affinity of (dG) 7 since it has two binding positions whereas (dGyj only has one. Similarly, wild type (dG)| 6 has ten times the affinity of (dG>7 because it contains ten binding positions.
These postulated properties predict the linear relationship seen in Figure 4b . If binding to a sequence of seven dG residues has an intrinsic binding constant K p then the apparent binding constant for binding to a molecule containing n dG residues will be (n-6)Kj, reflecting the degeneracy described above. Our competition studies measure the apparent binding constant, and under the conditions used here this constant is inversely proportional to the total concentration of (dG) n oligomer required for 50% inhibition. If this critical concentration is C n) then (n-6)K, = C, 6 which simplifies to The methylation interference measurements also support the above model. The patterns in Figure 5 show the frequency of methylation as a function of position within an oligo-dG segment that has successfully bound BGP1. In the case of (dG) ]5 and (dG)| 2 , we find a non-uniform distribution of methylation sites, with the lowest extent of methylation near the center. This is the pattern to be expected if BGP1 can bind anywhere on the sequence. For example, in the case of (dG)i 6 , methylation of the dG at position 1 would inhibit formation of a single complex (with BGP1 bound to positions 1-7); methylation of the dG at position 7, however, would inhibit formation of 7 complexes corresponding to the 7 possible binding positions which result in occupancy of that site. As a result, random binding should produce a pattern like the one we have obtained. As expected, no methylation can be tolerated in the shorter (dG) 7 oligomer, and therefore no methylated sites are seen in lane dG 7 -B of Figure 5 .
We compare the measured and calculated band intensities in Figure 6 . Note that in the case of (dG) :6 the intensities at the 5' end of the sequence are lower than expected, and in the case of (dG)| 2 there is a small amount of methylation at positions 6 and 7, although we expect none on the basis of our model. Perhaps there is a small contribution to binding from sequences outside the G sequence. Nonetheless the agreement with expected behavior is remarkably good. Since our results from the competition experiments show that (dG) 7 is the minimum binding site, and sliding does not occur on this small a site, the absence of bands in the methylation interference pattern probably means that every dG residue within this site makes significant contact with BGP1.
Further evidence for only one BGP1 molecule binding to each G-string comes from the observation that the mobility of the BGP1-DNA complex is the same for (dG), 6 and {dG)-, G-strings (not shown). It seems likely that steric interference prevents two BGP1 molecules from binding to adjacent dG 7 sites on a dG ]6 sequence. Presumably a somewhat longer sequence of dG residues would accommodate two BGP1 molecules.
The binding constant of BGP1 for the wild-type G-string as measured by the gel retardation assay is about 1 x 10 9 , about half that found for Spl binding to an Spl high-affinity site. Since the electrophoresing complex is not at equilibrium, absolute affinity constants measured in this way may be somewhat lower than the values measured in free solution (27) . Nonetheless, the comparison with Spl binding suggests that BGP1 interacts sufficiently strongly with its target site to be bound specifically within the nucleus. This conclusion is confirmed by the direct observation that the G-string within the (3-globin hypersensitive Site of Methylation Figure 6 . Actual and theoretical frequencies of methyl groups within the G-strings of BGP1-DNA complexes. The lanes containing DNA from the BGP1 complexes in figure 5 were scanned with a densitometer and the extent of methylation was determined for each nucleotidc position (closed circles). The data are expressed as the rano of the abundance of molecules methylated at she n to the total abundance of molecules methylated in the G-string. The amount of methylation expected, based on the model presented in the text, is shown by the histograms. This analysis was done for the wild-type G-string probe ds-wtG (a) and the synthetic G-string ds-12G with 12 dGs (b). The 5' end of the G-strings is to the left.
domain is occupied by protein in nuclei from 9 day to adult chicken erythroid cells, a time when BGP1 is abundant (1) . This determination of the BGP1 binding constant neglects the effect of the (poly[dAT])-(poly[dAT]) nonspecific competitor present in the reactions. We have found that each doubling of the concentration of this nonspecific competitor over the range of several hundred to several thousand nanograms reduces specific binding by 4% (not shown). This small effect does not affect our conclusions. Table 2 lists the longest G-strings contained in pol-IItranscribed genes found in the GenBank (17) and EMBL (18) databases. They are also common in rRNA spacer regions for a number of species, and in Gecarcinus lateralus (land crab) satellite DNA. An intriguing example of a G-string-containing gene, not shown in Table 2 , is the one that encodes Eryfl, a chicken erythrocyte-specific globin transcriptional activator (20) . It has two G-strings in the 3' noncoding region (21) separated by 8 bp, that together should have 70% of the affinity for BGP1 as the /3 A -globin promoter sequence. The longer G-strings (10 and above) found in pol-II-transcribed genes are almost exclusively located in noncoding regions (Table  2 and not shown). This is not surprising because a translated Gstring produces polyglycine and a C-string produces polyproline. We expect that the G-strings found in some of these other genes will have the same functions as in the chicken /3 A -globin gene. Other G-string binding activities are found in other tissues (1) , and a number of G-string-binding proteins are found in erythrocyte extracts as well, as shown by gel-shift and by the protein profile of affinity-purified BGP1. There are a number of smaller proteins of approximately 30-45 kD molecular weight, the pattern of which varies somewhat between preparations. It is reasonable to assume that these proteins give rise to the shifted bands with a greater mobility than the BGP1-DNA complexes in figure 2b. We do not know whether these are different proteins or proteolytic fragments of BGP1. As a group, their binding properties are indistinguishable on the affinity column and to the shorter G-string oligos, but addition of the proteolytic enzyme inhibitors pepstatin and leupeptin during extraction and purification does not reduce their abundance. Furthermore, higher concentrations of the monoclonal antibody 2B10-1F8 (1) are required to block binding of the smaller proteins to the G-string, compared to concentrations required for BGP1 binding (data not shown).
The biological function of the G-string within the /3 A -globin promoter is still not clear. The G-string is covered by protein in nuclei from 9-day embryonic to adult cells; the pattern of protection against DNase I digestion is consistent with BGP1 binding. Such binding might directly affect nucleosome positioning near the /3 A -globin promoter. Furthermore, it has been suggested (24, 28, 29) that the interconversion of the G-string between B-and H-(or other non-B) form DNA is an important regulatory mechanism either directly in control of transcription or indirectly through alteration in nucleosome position or conformation (30) . The binding of BGP1 would certainly play a role in such an interconversion process. The measurement of binding properties described here is the first step in analyzing such processes. Many of these properties may of course be shared by proteins that recognize other simple repeating DNA sequences. • Negative lengths indicate that the G-string is on the opposite strand.
